Cybersecurity Training and Security Awareness

Training is a key management tool critical to implementing security policies and processes across an organization. Signature Consulting Group’s security training courses are designed to empower your personnel with the knowledge necessary to immediately implement what they have learned.

**Challenge**
Providing a viable communication vehicle for government and commercial managers, training ensures sustainability and organizational effectiveness for policies or standards performed by personnel doing the work vital to our safety and national security.

**Solution**
From addressing new security policy and requirements to emerging technologies and security threats, we can assist your agency or organization in meeting its security training needs and requirements with our wide array of security training courses and workshops.

We can also provide security training that addresses current, relevant information security issues—from conceptual awareness to role-based training to more advanced training in such subjects as Security Assessment Audit and Analysis tools and Computer Forensics techniques and methods. Our high-quality courses can be tailored to meet the specific needs of any organization. That means your support staff or management personnel get the maximum return on investment from the training you provide.

**Benefit**
No matter how small or large your training budget, we have a solution to meet your security training needs. Our training services are available through a variety of delivery means from on-site presentations and workshops to internet accessible collaborative website presentations and discussions.

- **Do More with Less**
- **Seek and Inspire Change**
- **Maintain a Sense of Urgency**
- **Exceed Expectations**
- **Build Mutually Rewarding Relationships**
- **Communicate Openly and Honestly**
- **Earn Trust and Respect**
- **Embrace Diversity**
- **Foster a Balanced and Motivated Team Environment**
- **Encourage Growth through Learning and Discovery**

**GROWTH**
Additional Training Topics

- Information Technology
- Information Management
- Information Security/Accurance

About Us

Signature Consulting Group (SCG) is a leading-edge consulting services firm, providing a wide spectrum of business and information technologies services to commercial organizations and government Agencies.


We specialize in Health Information, Technology & Interoperability, building open source collaborative communities, eLearning and social business portals.

SCG is a certified SBA 8(a) small disadvantage business. NAICS codes: 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541990, 561110, 541720.